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A Letter to Shareholders and Investors

First of all, I, as the representative of

the Promise Group, would like to

express my sincere gratitude to all our

shareholders for the understanding and

support extended to us. 

Never before has the quality of man-

agement been so critical to success in

Japan’s consumer finance industry.

Consumer finance companies must

take decisive actions now to prepare

for the full-scale enforcement in 2010 of

Japan’s Money Lending Business

Control and Regulation Law as amend-

ed (Money Lending Business Law).

Besides this, the volume of interest

repayment claims remains high, and the

realignment of our industry continues. 

The Promise Group is determined to

overcome these difficulties and meet

the expectations of shareholders by

restructuring our business model to

reflect changes in the operating envi-

ronment and diversifying our sources 

of earnings.

Hiroki Jinnai

President and Representative Director
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Growth driven by quick adaptation to a changing business environment 

The Promise Group still faces the challenge of environmental changes brought about by Japan’s Money

Lending Business Law enforcement in December 2007. The full enforcement of the law, scheduled in

2010, will impose many restrictions, such as a lower maximum interest rate, a limit on total loans provided

for each borrower, and more rigorous restrictions on companies that intend to enter into the consumer

finance business. Since the impact of the new law on earnings will be enormous, it will fundamentally alter

the operating environment for the entire consumer finance industry. The very survival of Japanese con-

sumer finance companies will depend on how skillfully their managements make the necessary reformations

to their operations and business models, regardless of the size of the enterprise. 

The Promise Group has already started to build an operating framework that will be required to produce

earnings consistently after the full enforcement of the Money Lending Business Law as amended, includ-

ing the reduction of the maximum interest rate. Specifically, strategies include rebuilding our consumer

finance business, the expansion of the loan guarantee business through an alliance with the Sumitomo

Mitsui Financial Group (SMFG), the diversification of our profit structure by fostering new businesses, and

expansion of overseas businesses. 

Integration with the SANYO SHINPAN group— 
aiming to rebuild the consumer finance business

The management integration with the SANYO SHINPAN group has had a considerable impact on our per-

formance in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2008. The inclusion of this group in our consolidated financial

statements resulted in an increase of the balance of loans outstanding by 17.8% compared to the previ-

ous fiscal year, to ¥1,757.6 billion, including off-balanced loans due to securitization schemes. Following

this integration, we have become one of the largest groups in Japan’s consumer finance industry.

By drawing on the unique strengths of the Promise and SANYO SHINPAN groups, the integration is

expected to increase the volume of consumer loans as well as the number of customers. Moreover, we

foresee benefits such as cost reductions from synergies resulting from the centralization of resources on

business. Our most important objective is using this integration to establish a clear competitive edge in the

consumer finance industry. Furthermore, Promise and SANYO SHINPAN have complementary strengths

in the loan guarantee business. Promise has loan guarantee agreements primarily with megabanks,

notably Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC). SANYO SHINPAN has extensive relationships with

regional financial institutions throughout Japan.

Within the Promise Group, we are transferring the loan receivables owned by two of our consumer

finance subsidiaries in Japan to Promise and its loan servicer subsidiary in order to reduce the administra-

tive costs of the two subsidiaries. To improve of the quality of our loan portfolio, we have revised our credit

scoring model to meet the lowered maximum interest rate of 17.8% for new customers, as of December

2007. This complies with the legislated maximum lending rate well before the enforcement of the Money

Lending Business Law. Introducing this lower interest rate was a firm step toward building a business

model under the new interest rate regulations. We are improving the soundness of our loan portfolio

through the application of the same strict credit management policy to existing customers as well as 

new customers. 
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Closer links with SMFG and establishing a foundation 
for starting new businesses for diversification of our profit structure

One of the greatest advantages of the Promise Group is our ability to quickly diversify our profit structure

by combining our expertise with the skills of alliance partners. The loan guarantee business is an excellent

example. A joint consumer finance operation with SMFG called the Cascade Business has been contribut-

ing to growth in the volume of loan guarantees. We also benefit from building thorough alliance networks

of loan guarantees between SANYO SHINPAN and local financial institutions. This helped to increase the

amount of our guaranteed loans outstanding, which totaled ¥423.2 billion at the end of March 2008.

Alliances with companies outside the consumer finance business are another source of profit structure

diversification. Do Financial Service, which we formed to create a new business model, is playing a central

role in this diversification. We plan to apply these alliances to enter business domains serving a broad

spectrum of customer segments, where we supply the payment settlement provision associated with

these businesses. Settlement businesses involving used car sales and e-commerce are already being

operated, and these businesses are expected to become an increasingly larger component of our earnings

in the future.

Realizing early transition of profit structure and moving to 
the next stage of growth

The overriding mission of the Promise Group at this time is to become an organization that can provide

our customers with the best choice of services in our industry in order to respond to society’s demands.

This is why we are taking vigorous actions aimed at rebuilding our consumer finance business and diversi-

fying our profit structure. All our energy is focused on using these initiatives to improve profitability and

build a foundation for renewed growth. 

We are determined to continue meeting expectations of our shareholders by achieving consistent, 

sustained growth for the Group through strategic actions, in order to overcome the difficult environment

that not only Japan’s consumer finance, but also consumer credit industries, confront. Although serious

challenges stand in the way of the future development of the Promise Group, our primary task is to drive

forward the forceful reforms needed to succeed in this environment, which in turn will allow us to meet the

expectations of our shareholders. 

We strongly appreciate the understanding and support provided by our shareholders in the past, as

well as in the future. 

August 2008

Hiroki Jinnai

President and Representative Director


